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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are the two reasons that network configurations are set using svccfg, ipadm, and nscfg?
A. to hide defaults from casual users
B. to check for proper syntax before applying a change
C. because the vi(l) text editor is no longer available
D. to use SMF
E. to comply with Sarbane-Oxley and Payment Card Industry specifications
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
E:
* Many configuration tasks around name services have moved into the SMF in Solaris 11.
* The Service Management Facility (SMF), first introduced in Oracle Solaris 10, is a feature of the
operating system for managing system and application services, and it replaces the legacy init
scripting start-up mechanism common to prior releases of Oracle Solaris and other UNIX
operating systems. SMF improves the availability of a system by ensuring that essential system
and application services run continuously even in the event of any hardware or software
failures. SMF is one of the components of the wider Oracle Solaris Predictive Self Healing
capability.
Note:
* In Oracle Solaris 11, certain aspects of system configuration have changed, including the
migration of several system, network, and naming services configuration to SMF.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Peter is writing a program that has a GUI front-end and uses a MS SQL database as a backend.
Peter's application will repeatedly update and call upon specific tables in the database on a
regular basis. Peter wants to make sure that his program always has the ability to update the
database and that no other calls or updates can touch the database tables used at the same
time. How could Peter accomplish this in his application?
A. SET TRANSACTION WRITE
B. Explicit lock
C. SET TRANSACTION EXCLUSIVE
D. Implicit lock
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3

Examine the data in the CUST_NAME column of the CUSTOMERS table.
You want to extract only those customer names that have three names and display the *
symbol in place of the first name as follows:
Which two queries give the required output?
A. SELECT LPAD(SUBSTR(cust_name, INSTR (cust_name ' ')),LENGTH(cust_name) INSTR(cust_name, ' '), '*') "CUST NAME"FROM customersWHERE INSTR(cust_name, ' ',1,2)<>0;
B. SELECT LPAD(SUBSTR(cust_name, INSTR(cust_name, ' ')),LENGTH(cust_name),'*') "CUST
NAME"FROM customersWHERE INSTR(cust_name, ' ',-1,2)<>0;
C. SELECT LPAD(SUBSTR(cust_name, INSTR (cust_name ' ')),LENGTH(cust_name) INSTR(cust_name, ' '), '*') "CUST NAME"FROM customersWHERE INSTR(cust_name, ' ',1,-2)<>0;
D. SELECT LPAD(SUBSTR(cust_name, INSTR(cust_name, ' ')),LENGTH(cust_name),'*') "CUST
NAME"FROM customersWHERE INSTR(cust_name, ' ',1,2)<>0;
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
CORRECT TEXT
In order to specify that a Xen virtual machine should start at boot time, under which directory
must
the VM's configuration file (or a link to it) be placed? (Please specify the directory name with or
without the full default path) Your Response
Answer:
Explanation:
/etc/xen/auto auto
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